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Executive Summary 
The Executive Summary addresses the study aim and is divided into ten sections, 

reflecting the themes that emerged from the evaluation data: 

1. Demographic information  
2. Marketing and awareness of Play Streets  
3. Enjoyment 
4. Mastery and freedom 
5. Facilities and activities 
6. Social interaction  
7. Outdoors / indoors 
8. Safety and supervision 
9. Weather 
10. Participants’ positive and negative views of Play Streets 

 

The study, commissioned by Northampton Leisure Trust (NLT), aimed to identify 

the impact of the Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 on children’s perceptions 

of play in their community and residents’ perceptions of community spirit. Key data 

follows. 

 

1. Demographic Information  

Evidence to evaluate the impact of the project was collected through a mixed 

methodology employing the following methods: 

x Questionnaire survey completed by 148 local residents (including parents/carers) 

and 68 children aged 0-11. Most respondents were residents of Spring Boroughs, 

Semilong and St. James. Respondents were diverse in terms of family size, 

length of residence and demographic profile. 

x Interviews with children visiting the Play Street project. 11 interviews were 

conducted with children aged 4-11 during Play Streets sessions. 

x Interviews with parents/carers visiting the Play Street project. 7 interviews were 

conducted with children aged 4-11 during Play Streets sessions. 

x Interviews with local residents. Telephone and on-street interviews were 

conducted with a range of local residents. 
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2. Marketing and Awareness of Play Streets  

Survey evidence shows that 68% of respondents – some of whom living in the 

immediate locality - were not aware of the Play Street project ongoing in their 

community during summer 2013. Awareness of the project was even lower in 

Semilong, where 77% of survey respondents were not aware of the Play Street 

project. 40% of survey respondents said more effective marketing and publicity 

was the main thing that could be enhanced about the Play Street project.  

3. Enjoyment 

All parents of children who had attended Play Streets said their children had 

enjoyed the experience. 82% of interviewed children said they liked coming to 

Play Streets (18% did not respond) and 92% of attending children said they liked 

it because they ‘had fun’. About one quarter of children who attended Play 

Streets said Play Streets was ‘making the street nicer’. Around one third of 

interviewed children identified enjoyment of play or being outdoors as their main 

reason for liking to come to Play Streets.   

4. Mastery and Freedom 
Most Play Streets children said they enjoyed the mastery they gained from using 

new or different play equipment at Play Streets. Parents/carers said that Play 

Streets enabled their children to assume mastery and freedom in their play. Lack of 

reference by local residents to children’s mastery and freedom as a positive 

outcome of Play Streets suggests that the wider population in the study location 

may not regard children’s mastery and freedom in their communities as important. 

 

5. Facilities and Activities 

Most local residents valued Play Streets in their community and many said Play 

Streets had made a positive difference to living in their community.  

All interviewed local residents said they would like to see opportunities continue to 

be offered for children to play out in Spring Boroughs. The eclectic and active 

nature, novelty and range of activities offered at Play Streets were appreciated by 
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children and their parents. Most children who had been to Play Streets said they 

would come again; no child said s/he would not come again. 

 

6. Social Interaction  

Parents, children and residents all valued the opportunities for social interaction 

that Play Streets provided. Most interviewed local residents said Play Streets had 

made a difference to the Spring Boroughs community by making children and/or 

adults interact more. 

 

7. Outdoors / Indoors  
Among survey respondents, 61% were positive about the Play Street project 

because it is ‘a good opportunity for children to play outdoors safely’. 52% of 

parents/carers who had visited the Play Street reported new/unprecedented 

opportunities for outdoor play as a key outcome of the project. 43% of interviewed 

parents/carers indicated that without Play Streets there is ‘nowhere’ for children to 

play or socialise outdoors. 36% of interviewed children specified enjoyment of 

outdoor play as their main reason for liking the project. 82% of interviewed children 

said they would like to play outdoors more in their local community. 

 

8. Safety and Supervision 
Survey respondents identified a range of concerns and anxieties about safety for 

children and young people in Spring Boroughs. 40% of respondents reported 

anxieties about anti-social behaviour, older teenagers and on-street drinkers as 

barriers to local children’s outdoor play. Concerns about busy roads and ‘stranger 

danger’ were also cited as issues which led many local parents/carers to limit 

children’s outdoor play within Spring Boroughs. Among survey respondents whose 

children had visited the Play Street, 61% indicated that the Play Street is a good 

opportunity for safe outdoor play, and 52% said that new and unprecedented 

opportunities for safe play were the project’s main outcome. 57% of interviewed 

parents/carers indicated that the project had made a difference to the wider 

community by providing opportunities for children to play outdoors safely. 
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9. Weather  
A recurring recommendation among parents and carers was that the project should 

provide wet weather or indoor play options in case of bad weather. Interviewees 

also commented more generally on lack of sheltered play spaces in Spring 

Boroughs.  

 

10. Participants’ Positive and Negative Views of Play 
Streets 

Children who engaged with Northampton Play Streets Project – Summer 2013 were 

overwhelmingly positive about their experience. The majority of parents and local 

residents thought children should play out and saw Play Streets as enhancing 

children’s safety and opportunities in this regard. Whilst there were some 

reservations and some uncertainty prevailed, most local residents and parents 

agreed that Play Streets had enhanced community cohesion.  
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Introduction 
An Evaluation of Northampton Play Streets – Summer 2013 was commissioned by 

Northampton Leisure Trust (NLT) in 2013 and was conducted by the University of 

Northampton. NLT is a not-for-profit organisation that provides play and leisure 

facilities for Northampton, a town in the UK midlands with a population of around 

212,000, according to the 2012 Census. Alongside running three leisure centres 

and a cinema in the town, NLT leads and coordinates a range of Sports and Play 

Development programmes around the town. In the summer of 2013, Northampton 

Play Streets was one of the NLT programmes and was led by the two Play 

Development workers Chris Serbyn and Jemma Rolfe. 

 

The evaluation aim and objectives, instructed by NLT, were: 

AIM:  

To identify the impact of the Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 

on children’s perceptions of play in their community and residents’ 

perceptions of community spirit. 

OBJECTIVES:  

1. To establish Spring Boroughs children's perceptions of play in their 

own community in relation to the Northampton Play Streets Project 

2. To establish Spring Boroughs residents’ perceptions of community 

spirit in relation to the Northampton Play Streets Project. 

The lead research team, whose members are based at The University of 

Northampton, comprised Dr. Jane Murray, Dr. John Horton and Dr. Cristina 

Devecchi. All have extensive experience in research with both children and adults. 

Research Assistants from The University of Northampton joined the team for data 

collection under the supervision of the lead research team. The project’s Research 

Assistants were graduates with training in research methods and experience of 

working with children. All team members were holders of CRB checks. 
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The report opens with a contextual overview, then outlines the research design 

before presenting and discussing the findings. 
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Context for the Research 
The evaluation has been contextualised in two ways. Firstly, a brief Literature 

Review locates the work within a wider discourse addressing children ‘playing out’ 

in their communities. The framework covers the nature of play, including children’s 

perceptions of play, the decrease in children’s outdoor free play, child as social 

agent and child as object of protection in play contexts, children in their 

communities, as well as geography and environment. Secondly, a localised context 

for the present study is provided. 

 

Brief Literature Review: The wider context for the study 
The Nature of Play 

In UK contexts, play is often defined as ‘…freely chosen, personally directed, 

intrinsically motivated behaviour that actively engages the child’ (National Playing 

Fields Association (NPFA) et al., 2000). Equally, numerous play taxonomies have 

emerged in the literature (Parten, 1932; Hutt et al., 1989; Broadhead, 2001; 

Hughes, 2002; Kernan, 2007). It is internationally acknowledged that children’s 

play is their right (OHCHR, 1989) and ‘...a means through which children’s physical, 

mental and creative capabilities are developed’ (Valentine and McKendrick, 1997) 

as well as ‘tremendous fun and enjoyment’ (Huizinga, 1949:1).  Smith (2007) 

outlines functionalist theories of play as the development of survival skills (Groos, 

1901), discharge of ‘excess energy’ (Spencer, 1898) and therapy (Hall, 1908).  

Social benefits of children’s play are widely reported (De Vries, 2006; Edmiston, 

2008) but identifying meanings in children’s social play often proves challenging for 

adults (Hardman 1973; Sutton-Smith, 2001; Wood, 2007). Much non-verbal social 

interaction may be manifested in young children’s play (Bae, 2010: 208) and Ryan 

(2005) posits that: ‘Children’s play is not a neutral space but rather is a political 

and negotiated terrain’ (p. 112). Children’s play remains a nebulous and 

challenging area for adults (De Vries, 2006), yet persists as a source of fascination 

for adults studying children’s lives (Fromberg and Bergen, 2006). Play seems 

natural and necessary for children (Moyles, 2010), providing an authentic context 

for their ‘agency’: their capacity ‘to act independently’ (James and James 2008: 9). 
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Louv (2005) considers these factors as particularly important in outdoor play.  In 

England, adults often want to control children’s play (Wood, 2010) but Hardman 

(1973) established ‘...children may have an autonomous world, independent to 

some extent of the worlds of adults’ (p. 95). In recent years, children have 

participated in some studies addressing play and outdoor activity (Henshall and 

Lacey, 2007; Kapasi and Gleave, 2009). This work acknowledges children’s rights 

and includes themes of social values, autonomy, risk management, social exclusion 

and inclusion.  

 

Decreasing engagement by children in outdoor free play 

Lifelong physiological benefits for physical play activity have been indicated 

(Saakslahti et al., 2005). Nevertheless, although adult-organised physical activity 

for western children has increased in recent years (Beets et al., 2011), a decrease 

in their free play outdoors has been noted (Valentine and McKendrick, 1997; 

Karsten, 2005; Witten et al., 2013). Reasons for this decrease have been posited, 

including parental concern for children’s safety because of traffic and strangers 

(Biddulph, 2001; Parton, 2005; Carver et al., 2008; Refshauge, et al., 2012; Little 

and Wyver, 2010), parental time poverty (National Family and Parenting Institute 

(NFPI), 2009) and distraction from schooling (Fisher et al., 2008). Whatever the 

reasons, in England ‘...more than one third of children never play outside’ (NFPI, 

2009: 3). It is suggested that the demise of opportunities for children to engage in 

outdoor free play is resulting in serious repercussions, such as child obesity (Dietz, 

2001) and lack of key developmental experiences (Hutt et al., 1989; Hancock and 

Gillen, 2007). Children who do not learn how to handle risk effectively may become 

‘cotton wool kids’ who are ill-prepared for the uncertainties of adult life (Jones, 

2007).  

 

Geography and environment 

Regarding children’s agency in relation to the spaces they inhabit, there has been a 

considerable contribution from the field of human geography, in particular, 

children’s geography (Matthews et al., 2000b; Holloway and Valentine, 2000). Hart 

(1976) observed the links children make between environment and self in pursuit of 
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outdoor play while Horton et al. (2011) reinforce Moss and Petrie’s view (2002) that 

spaces are particularly important for children, suggesting children make meaning of 

the world through the interweaving of socio-cultural experiences with their 

environments.  Fleet and Britt (2011) reveal the interest children aged 4-5 years 

take in their environments as play spaces. Equally, Clark and Moss’s development 

of the mosaic approach (2011) includes mapping as a method for adults and 

nursery children to co-construct understanding of spaces as a way to gain meaning 

of children’s engagements in play and other activity. 

 

Children in their communities 

Beunderman et al. (2007) suggest that access to community spaces is a key factor 

for quality of life. Equally, children and young people children who view their 

neighbourhoods positively are more likely to be active in their communities (Trikha, 

2005) and physically active within their neighbourhoods (Hume et al., 2009). 

Nevertheless, in England adults are often unwilling for children’s play to enter 

community spaces (Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Matthews et al., 2000a); 

furthermore, in socio-economically deprived areas, fewer children and young people 

enjoy living in their neighbourhoods than those growing up in more affluent areas. 

Moreover, it has been found that children do not play out as often as they would 

like (Beunderman et al., 2007). Rose and Ferguson (2010) posit that their ‘Playing 

Out’ project addresses many of the barriers to children’s outdoor free play. They 

worked with community stakeholders to close streets to traffic for limited periods 

and volunteers encouraged children to go out to play in their local streets, enabling 

children to engage in both energetic physical activity and supported ‘free play’ 

within their communities. Rose and Ferguson’s ‘Playing Out’ Project (2010) has 

provided benefits for the children who played on the streets as well as enhancing 

community cohesion.  

 

Summary 

This short review of literature surrounding children’s outdoor play locates the 

present study within a wider discourse addressing children ‘playing out’ in their 
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communities. The report turns now to the local context in which the evaluation was 

conducted. 

 

Northampton Play Streets: The local context for the study 
Rose and Ferguson (2010) provide a template for addressing some of the barriers 

that seem to prevent children from playing freely outdoors, particularly some of the 

safety concerns discussed above, for example those relating to traffic and 

strangers. The potential value of their project and other similar ‘Playing Out’ 

projects encouraged NLT to propose its own ‘Play Streets’ project for the summer of 

2013 in the Spring Boroughs area of Castle Ward in Northampton. The 

Northampton Play Streets Project was funded by Northampton County Council 

(£11,000) and project stakeholders included the Spring Lane Primary School, 

Kingdom Life Church and the local residents’ group as well as the funders. By 

agreement with local stakeholder groups and the Highways Department, the 

Northampton Play Streets Project opened on Saturday June 15th 2013 with the 

already road closed and two play workers setting up traditional games in the street. 

The programme then ran on Tuesdays between 18.6.13 and 1.10.13, from 3.30-

5.30pm. The two Play Development Workers employed by Northampton Leisure 

Trust coordinated the project, supported by volunteers from the stakeholder groups 

and the University of Northampton. 

 

The evaluation of the Northampton Play Streets Project was undertaken by The 

University of Northampton between June 2013 and February 2014. The evaluation 

is intended to enable NLT to reflect on its performance in respect of the 

Northampton Play Streets Programme of Summer 2013 and to inform its work in 

the future. 

 

Project Location: Spring Boroughs, Castle Ward, Northampton, UK 

There are 1227 households in Spring Boroughs, where the Northampton Play 

Streets Summer 2013 Programme was located. Of these households, 92% are in 

rented accommodation. The 2011 population census indicated that Spring Boroughs 

is a fairly diverse area in terms of ethnicity (Table 1): 
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Table 1: Ethnic backgrounds of the Spring Boroughs Population (2011 Census) 
 
Ethnic background % 
White British 51% 
White other 15% 
Black African 13% 
Black Caribbean 4% 
Other Black background 3% 
Other ethnic backgrounds 14% 

 
The 2011 Census also indicated that a diversity of languages is spoken in Spring 
Boroughs: 
 
Table 2: Home Languages of the Spring Boroughs Population (2011 Census) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Census data indicate that levels of unemployment in Spring Boroughs are greater 

than the borough, county and national averages. 

 

According to Northampton Borough Council (2010), the Index of Multiple 

Deprivation (IMD) indicates that Castle Ward in Northampton contains two Super 

Output Areas (SoAs), of which Spring Boroughs is one, and it also lies within the 

top 5% of most deprived SOAs in England. The IMD key issues highlighted for 

Spring Boroughs are:  

 

1. Crime and disorder  

2. Employment  

3. Education and training Skills  

4. Health and disability  

5. Income 

 

According to BMG Research (2012), 28% of respondents said they never speak to 

their neighbours. However, 63% tended to agree that people from different 

Home language  % 
English 64% 
Somali 10% 
Polish 6% 
Other languages 20% 
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backgrounds get on well together in Spring Boroughs and 19% definitely agreed.  

23% of respondents said they felt they did not ‘belong’ in the Spring Boroughs 

community.  Given the present study’s aim to identify the impact of the 

Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 on children’s perceptions of play in their 

community and residents’ perceptions of community spirit, this information is 

salient. 
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Research Design 
Introduction  
This section provides an exposition of the present evaluation’s methodology, time 

line, sample, methods, time line and ethical considerations. A research risk 

assessment was planned and conducted prior to the evaluation taking place. 

Methodology  
A two-phase mixed methodology was employed for the evaluation: a ‘…systematic 

acquisition and assessment of information to provide useful feedback’ (Trochim, 

2006). A questionnaire survey asked the wider population of local residents about 

their general awareness and perceptions of the Play Streets initiative, then 

interviews provided richer qualitative data focused on the views of a small 

purposive sample of the wider population as well as adults and children who 

engaged directly with the Northampton Play Streets Project. 

Time Line 
Table 3: Project Timeline 

Time Line: Northampton Play Streets Project Evaluation - Summer 2013 

Months> 
Years> 

4/
13 

5/ 
13 

6/ 
13 

7/ 
13 

8/ 
13 

9/ 
13 

10/ 
13 

11/ 
13 

12/ 
13 

1/ 
14 

2/ 
14 

3/ 
14 

Prepare bid             

Duration of Northampton Play Streets Project             

Prepare research instrument: questionnaire             

Prepare research instrument: interview schedule             

Gather data: questionnaires             

Gather data: interviews             

Analyse and interpret data             

Writing up             

End of project / Presentation of findings            >> 

Consideration of new project and evaluation 2014            >> 

Wider dissemination of project            >> 

 

Sample  
The sample was purposive to capture views of residents local to Spring Boroughs as 

well as children participating directly in the Northampton Play Streets Project and 
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their parents. 1000 questionnaires were distributed to residents via local services 

including a primary school, medical centre, nursery, children’s centre, community 

centre, church, newsagent, fish and chip shop, as well as a play day and via an on-

street consultation exercise.  Post-boxes for responses were available in cases 

where questionnaires were not directly returned to researchers. A further purposive 

sample of local residents agreeing to semi-structured interviews was sought (n= 

20). Some respondents were visiting the borough from other local boroughs, 

though all were Northampton residents. 

 

Methods  
Questionnaire Surveys 

Questionnaires were focused on the evaluation aim and objectives and provided 

predominantly quantitative data with embedded opportunities for qualitative 

responses. The questionnaires each contained an adult’s section and a children’s 

section with a request to any parents to support their children to complete them; 

this support could include reading and/or scribing for children. Questionnaires were 

provided in English, Polish and Arabic - the main languages spoken in the borough. 

On the questionnaire residents were invited to state whether or not they would be 

willing to discuss their views regarding the Northampton Play Streets Project in a 

telephone interview. Questionnaire data were analysed and key themes emerging in 

relation to the evaluation aim and objectives formed the basis for interview 

questions of residents as well as parents/carers and children participating directly in 

the Northampton Play Streets Project. 

 

Method 2: Interviews 

Interviews provided deeper-level qualitative data. Each interview took no longer 

than 20 minutes and each focused on key data emerging from the questionnaires in 

relation to the evaluation aim and objectives. Face-to-face semi-structured 

interview conversations with parents (n=7) and children (n=11) were undertaken 

during the play sessions; children’s interviews included various modes, including 

drawing (Bae, 2009). Interview responses were recorded in vivo.  
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Ethical Considerations  

The ethical process of the project was guided by The University of Northampton 

Ethics Code and Procedures, the University of Northampton’s School of Education 

Ethics Code and Procedures and the updated ESRC Framework for Research Ethics 

(2012). Forms designed to secure voluntary, informed consent were included in an 

initial section before the questionnaires. Voluntary informed consent was secured 

immediately before each interview took place. 
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Findings 
Introduction to Findings  
148 local residents completed the survey and 25 interviews were completed with 

parents/carers and children directly involved with Play Streets and local residents. 

Ten themes emerged from the data: 

1. Demographic information  
2. Marketing and awareness of Play Streets  
3. Enjoyment 
4. Mastery and freedom 
5. Facilities and activities 
6. Social interaction  
7. Outdoors / indoors 
8. Safety and supervision 
9. Weather 
10.Participants’ positive and negative views of Play Streets 

 

Demographic Information 
Questionnaire survey 

148 local residents, most of whom were parents/carers, completed the survey. Key 

characteristics of the sample were as follows. 
 

x Almost all respondents lived within a one mile radius of the location of Spring 

Boroughs Play Street project. 72 (56%) were residents of Spring Boroughs, 17 

(13%) were residents of Semilong, and 15 (12%) were residents of St James.  
 

x 22 respondents (15%) had lived locally for less than a year, 31(20%) had lived 

locally for 1-2 years, 32 (21%) had lived locally for 3-4 years, 37 (24%) had 

lived locally for 5-10 years, and 18 (12%) had lived locally for more than 10 

years.  
 

x 46 parents/carers (20%) currently had one child living with them, 58 (38%) lived 

with two children, 27 (18%) lived with three children, and 9 (6%) lived with four 

children. 
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x 59% of respondents lived with at least one child aged 0-4. 64% lived with at 

least one child aged 5-11. 12% lived with at least one child aged 12-18. 
 

Parents/carers responding to the survey were invited to complete part of the 

questionnaire with their children. In this way, the project consulted with 68 local 

children. 20% of these children were aged 0-4, and 77% were aged 5-11. 

 

Interviews: Children directly involved in Play Streets  

11 interviews with children directly involved in Play Streets were conducted. 

Interviewees ranged from 4-11 years of age: 6 of the interviewees (55%) were 

aged 6-8. Interviewees have engaged with Play Streets to differing extents. For 

4/11 children (36%), the day of the interview was their first attendance at Play 

Streets, whereas 3/11 (28%) children had visited the Play Street on at least four 

occasions. 

 

Interviews: Parents/carers directly involved in Play Streets  

7 parents/carers directly involved in Play Streets participated in interviews. All 

interviewees were residents of Spring Boroughs. Interviewees had brought between 

1-4 children to the Play Street on the day of the interview: in all cases, these were 

their own immediate family members. 2/7 (29%) of the parents/carers were 

visiting the Play Street for the first time, whereas 4/7 (57%) had visited on four or 

more occasions.  

 

Telephone Interviews: Local Residents  

7 interviews with local residents were secured. 5 interviewees were residents of 

Spring Boroughs, and 2 were residents of St. James. Interviewees had a range of 

experiences of living within local neighbourhoods: 2/7 interviewees (29%) had lived 

in Spring Boroughs for less than a year, whereas 3/7 (43%) had lived in local 

neighbourhoods for more than 5 years.  
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Marketing and Awareness of Northampton Play Streets 

Project 

Findings from survey  

Residents were asked to indicate whether they were aware of the Northampton Play 

Street project ongoing in their community during summer 2013. Key findings were 

as follows. 

x 47 (32%) were aware of the Northampton Play Streets project (25 were 

parents/carers of children who had attended the project); 

x 101 (68%) were not aware of the project. 

Residents’ awareness of the Play Street project is mapped in figure 1. Even in the 

immediate locality of the Play Street project, the majority of local residents 

reported that they were not aware of the Play Street project. See below: ‘Fig. 1 

Residents’ Awareness of the Northampton Play Streets Project’. 

 

Fig. 1 – Parents‟/carers‟ awareness of the Spring Boroughs Play Street Project 
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Other key data about survey respondents’ awareness of the Play Street project are 

as follows. 

x Around 66% of residents living in Spring Boroughs and St. James reported that 

they were not aware of the Play Street project. However, this proportion was 

higher in Semilong, where 77% of residents were not aware of the project. 
 

x Awareness of the Play Street project was highest among residents who moved 

to area in the last year (36%), and those who have lived locally for more than 

ten years (53%). By contrast, awareness levels among residents who lived 

locally for 1-10 years were around 20%. 
 

x Awareness of the Play Street project was lowest among residents who have one 

child (24%). Residents’ awareness increases in proportion to the number of 

children living in their household. 
 

x Awareness of the Play Street project was highest among residents consulted via 

the local children’s centre (39%) and community centre (50%). Awareness of 

the project was lowest among residents consulted via the local school (26%) 

and on-street consultation exercises (28%). 

 

x 40% of survey respondents said more effective publicity was the main thing 

that could be enhanced about the Play Street project.  

 

Findings from Interviews concerning Marketing and 

Awareness of Northampton Play Streets  
In the interviews, Parents/carers who had visited the Play Street were asked to 

indicate how they had found out about the project: 

x 28% found out about Play Streets through word-of-mouth via friends / other 

parents/carers; 

x 28% found out about Play Streets through fliers distributed at a local school; 

x 14% found out about Play Streets through notices posted in Spring Boroughs; 
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x 14% found out about Play Streets through visits of Play Street workers to the 

neighbourhood; 

x 14% found out about Play Streets through a local open day and BBQ. 

 

In interviews with local residents, interviewees were asked whether they had heard 

of the Play Street project. All were aware of the project, although one was not 

aware that project had started. Residents were asked to indicate how they had 

found out about Play Streets: 

 

x 28% found out about Play Streets through fliers distributed at a local school; 

x 28% found out about Play Streets through community events (farm day / 

Spring Lane festival); 

x 14% found out about Play Streets through local word-of-mouth; 

x 14% found out about Play Streets through a local play group; 

x 14% found out about Play Streets through a member of the research team! 

 

56% of interviewed local residents had not visited the Play Street. These 

interviewees were asked why they had not engaged with the project: key reasons 

related to the timing of the Play Street (conflicting with other activities or 

responsibilities), or not knowing enough about the project. 

 

Enjoyment  
Enjoyment is regarded as a key rationale for play (Huizinga, 1949; Kernan, 2007) 

but whilst both adults and children referred to enjoyment when discussing Play 

Streets in their interviews, in questionnaire survey responses only children did so. 

In the questionnaire survey, children who had visited the Play Street project were 

asked to indicate, in their own words, what they liked about visiting Play Streets. 

Two of their key reported outcomes related to enjoyment: ‘having fun’ (92%) and 

‘making the street nicer’ (24%). 
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Interviewed children were asked to identify their favourite play activities and 45% 

of children identified enjoyment as the reason why they identified a particular 

activity: 

Table 4: Children‟s Favourite Things to Play 

Favourite thing to play Reason  
Paddling pool „Because my daddy fills it up really high and it‟s fun‟  

„It‟s fun and when it is hot we have somewhere cool to play‟ 
Climbing trees. „I like climbing trees‟ 
Climbing frame „I like to do it‟ 
Football „I enjoy it‟ 
Skipping ropes „Because I like it‟ 

 
 
When asked if they liked to come to Play Streets, 82% of interviewed children said 

they like coming to Play Streets (18% did not respond). (36%) of interviewed 

children identified enjoyment of play or outdoors as their main reason for liking to 

come to Play Streets.  Their comments directly relating to enjoyment of Play 

Streets included: 

 

„Cos I like to play at Play Streets‟ 

„It‟s fun‟ 

„Because I don‟t really know. Outdoors‟ 

„So if we don‟t have to go home right the way after school we can have a little play 
outside‟ 
 
In their interviews, children also articulated their enjoyment of playing outdoors: 

„Because it‟s fun‟ 

„It‟s more fun – when we‟re inside it‟s boring‟ 

„It‟s so much fun‟ 

„I can shout. I can enjoy. I can run.‟ 

„I like it‟ 
 
82% of the interviewed children said they would like to play outdoors more; some of 

the reasons they gave related purely to enjoyment:  
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„It‟s fun‟ 

„Enjoyment‟ 

„I enjoy it‟ 

„Because it‟s fun!‟ 
 
A final comment from a child who was asked in her interview if she would like to say 

anything else about Play Streets was, quite simply: ‘I like it’. 

 

During their interviews, 29% of parents referred to their children’s enjoyment as 

the thing they as parents liked most about Play Streets:  

 

„Everything – the children enjoy it‟ 

„I know my children are happy‟ 

 

Final comments about Play Streets from interviewed parents included: 

 

„I know she (my daughter) loves it when she comes – she says: “It‟s Tuesday – can 
we go out to play?” She can‟t wait to get changed‟ 

„It is nice‟ 

 

During local residents’ interviews about Play Streets (n=7), all whose children had 

attended Play Streets said their children had enjoyed the experience. Their 

comments included: 

 

„Enjoyed it‟ 

„Loved it‟ 

„They like it‟ 

 

A final interview comment about children at Play Streets from a local resident was: 

„They enjoy it‟. 
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Children’s Mastery and Freedom 
Mastery and freedom emerged as a joint theme within this study, a finding that 

resonates with other literature. Hardman (1973) notes the playground as a space 

for children’s ‘…autonomous world’ (p. 95), whilst Kapasi and Gleave (2009) 

identify children’s ‘…freedom to play without structure’ as one of the characteristics 

of play that children themselves regard as most important (p.4) and NPFA et al. 

endorse this view (2000). Moreover, play is identified as a space where children can 

develop mastery skills (Valentine and McKendrick, 1997; Ryan, 2005; Smith, 

2007). 

 

In the questionnaire survey, children’s mastery was referenced far more than their 

freedom. When children who had visited Play Streets were asked to indicate in their 

own words what they liked about visiting the project, 80% referred to opportunities 

they had had to use new or different play equipment, while 24% of the children 

valued learning new games or activities at Play Streets. Equally, 32% of adult local 

residents responding to the questionnaire survey suggested that ‘learning new 

games and activities’ was a key outcome for children attending Play Streets. 

Nevertheless, 1% of local residents responding to the questionnaire survey 

reported ‘I don't know why children need adults to organise their play’. 

 

Although no local residents’ interviews alluded to children’s mastery and freedom in 

relation to Play Streets, interviews with children and parents/carers provided 

further data on the theme of mastery as well as insights into respondents’ views 

about children’s freedom linked to Play Streets. When asked about their favourite 

play activities, 36% of children identified mastery as the main reason for their 

preferences:  

Table 5: Mastery in Children‟s Play Preferences  

Favourite thing to play Reason: Mastery 
Hoola hooping „Because I am so good at it‟ 
Football „Because of Club Real Madrid‟ 
Marbles „You can make different games with them‟ 
Colouring „So I can get my colouring neater and stop going over 

the lines‟ 
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Parents’ interviews indicated that they allowed their children mastery and freedom 

in deciding to attend Play Streets: ‘The children asked could they go (to Play 

Streets)’. Equally, one of the interviewed parents said that the thing she liked most 

about Play Street was that ‘Children are free to run around and do what they want 

to do‟. 

 

Lack of reference by local residents to children’s mastery and freedom as a positive 

outcome of Play Streets suggests that the wider population in the study location 

does not regard these aspects as important. However, In this regard, responding 

children and parents/carers whose children attended Play Streets indicated 

differently, appearing to have an understanding aligned with much of the literature 

(Hardman, 1973; Valentine and McKendrick, 1997; Ryan, 2005). 

 

Facilities and Activities offered by Play Streets 
Some of the evaluation responses alluded to the facilities and activities offered by 

Play Streets and within these, novelty, variety and choice of activity were all 

valued. This finding was an interesting juxtaposition to the demise of western 

children’s opportunities for free play outdoors in recent years (Karsten, 2005; 

Witten et al., 2013), particularly free play in the streets around their homes 

(Valentine and McKendrick (1997). In England, playing fields have reduced 

significantly in recent years (Mayall, 2007) and ‘...more than one third of children 

never play outside’ (NFPI, 2009: 3), yet in their play, children tend to give primacy 

to natural materials which they are most likely to find when playing outdoors (Hart 

1976; Gandini, 1998). These may include trees and sticks (Rasmussen, 2004; 

Waters and Begley, 2007), dirt (Hart, 1997) and insects (Clark, 2010). Moreover, 

children tend to value the objects they use in play, imbuing them with emotional 

meaning and symbolism derived from their experiences (Csikszentmihalyi and 

Rochberg-Halton, 1981; Winnicott, 1953). 

 

In the questionnaire survey, 61% of local residents agreed that ‘Play Streets is a 

good opportunity for children to play outdoors safely‟. 20% of local residents also 

appreciated that Play Streets enabled children to ‘spend more time outdoors’ , while 
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12% regarded children ‘getting some exercise’ as a positive outcome of Play 

Streets. Local residents responding to the survey also thought that Play Streets 

facilities and activities could be even better. 10% said that Play Streets sounded 

‘boring’, while 10% said that the timetabling of Northampton Play Streets during 

Summer 2013 meant that they were not able to bring their children because of 

clashes with their other commitments. Other suggestions for enhancements 

included more Play Street projects in different areas of the community and a 

suggestion that adult supervisors could sometimes direct play more at Play Streets. 

Nevertheless, it seems significant that the 80% of children responding to the 

questionnaire survey who had attended Play Streets also said they appreciated the 

opportunities they had had to use new play equipment.  

 

The interviews provided deeper insights into children’s, parent/carers’ and local 

residents’ views of the facilities and activities offered by Play Streets. Firstly, the 

eclectic nature of activities offered seemed to be appreciated:  

 

„I like it because there‟s so many other things you can play with as well – skipping, 

playing with the parachute, playing with the ball.‟ 

 

27% of interviewed children identified the range of activities as their main reason for 

liking to come to Play Streets. Some reasons the children gave for liking to come to 

Play Streets included: 

 

„Because I like playing skipping, parachute and colouring‟ 

„Because it has games to play‟ 

 

„Many things to do and play‟ 

 

Equally, variety featured in the Play Streets activities the children identified as 

those they engaged in most. Among interviewed children attending Play Streets, 

the parachute and colouring were the most popularly played Play Streets activities 

(36%), followed by skipping (27%), then Snakes and Ladders (18%). Less 
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popularly played activities among interviewed children included ‘counting on the 

rockets’, hula hoop, races and dice (9% for each activity). Moreover, interviewed 

children identified an eclectic range of their ‘most favourite’ Play Streets activity. 

18% selected the parachute as their most favourite, a further 18% selected 

colouring. 9% of interviewed children each identified their ‘most favourite’ Play 

Streets activity as skipping, ‘countings’, racing games and dice.  

 

Novelty was a reason children gave in their interviews for liking to come Play 

Streets: ‘Because I never “sawed” it‟. However in their interviews, 73%) of 

interviewed children said they played outside even when Play Streets was not 

present and they indicated the range of activities they engaged in when doing so 

was fairly wide: skipping, paddling pool, hide and seek, climbing up a tree, tree 

house, paddling pool, on my bike or brother’s scooter, football, swings, kite, tag, 

‘many games’, climbing frame (in nursery). 

 

82% of the interviewed children said they wanted to play outdoors more and of 

these, 44% cited specific activities they wanted to engage in: purely ‘wanting to 

play’, playing basketball, shouting and running. When asked what they would be 

doing if Play Streets were not available, 18% of interviewed children indicated 

specific activities they would play with: ‘playing on my bike’, also ‘on my scooters - 

he (brother) has a two wheeled one and I have a two-wheeled one with flashing 

lights’ 

 

When children were asked in their interviews if they would come to Play Street 

again, 82% said they would and of those children, 22% cited specific activities as 

their reason: ‘Because I like ball games’, ‘many games’, ‘…many things to do’. One 

child said ‘I want a ball’ –on an occasion when a ball was not available at Play 

Streets – though equally, when children were asked if there was anything specific 

they did not like about Play Streets, only one child identified a disliked activity: 

football. 
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In their interviews, parents/carers identified three specific reasons related to 

facilities and activity as their reasons for bringing their children to Play Streets: 

 

„The children like to play.‟ 

 

„The children like activity.‟ 

 

„There is nowhere to play round here.‟ 

 

However, only one parent/carer identified specific activities as the feature s/he liked 

most about Play Streets:  

 

„Children are allowed to play around – cycling, football‟ 

 

Another parent indicated that Play Streets should go on longer than 8 weeks – 

which was what was decided by NLT later in the summer. Parents were also asked 

in their interviews what their children would be doing if Play Streets were not 

available. 43% cited digital entertainment: 

 

„V-TECH‟ 

„Telly – Jake and the Pirates or Mickey Mouse‟ 

„On computer‟ 

„Watching TV‟ 

 

However 56% of interviewed parents/carers identified a range of activities other 

than digital entertainment that their children would be doing if Play Streets were 

not available: sleeping (14%), colouring (14%), playing (14%), library (14%). 86% 

interviewed parents/carers said their children played outdoors apart from Play 

Streets and at school and identified 13 specific activities undertaken outdoors by 

their children apart from Play Streets and at school: 

x BB 
x Brownies 
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x Big paddling pool 
x Sports 
x Paints 
x Football 
x Different activities 
x Toys from toy store 
x Swimming pool 
x Bikes 
x Paddling pool 
x Scooters 
x Everything 

56% of interviewed parents/carers said Play Streets had made a difference to living 

in their community. Reasons given included: 

 

„Children need something to do near here.‟ 

 

„…she hasn‟t got a garden.‟ 

 

Additional comments from parents/carers regarding facilities and activities provided 

by Play Streets include: 

 

„Children need somewhere more to play and more to do.‟ 

 

„Some people misuse facilities – dogs and rubbish – (facilities) should be for 

children playing. I feel frustration and anger - we have technology but they 

(children) like proper activity.‟ 

 

(28%) of parents said there are not enough nice places for children to play or 

things for them to do. 

 

Of interviewees in the ‘local residents’ category, 43% also happened to be 

parents/carers whose children had attended Play Streets. Two identified specific 

activities their children had ‘liked playing best’ at Play Streets: 

x Hula hoops 
x Stuck with sellotape 
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x Parachute Games 
x Football 
x Everything 

One of the local residents suggested in an interview that facilities are poor for 

children playing out in Spring Boroughs:  

 

„It‟s difficult because there is not a lot of green for play area.‟ 

 

All interviewed local residents said they would like to see Play Streets continue or 

alternative opportunities be offered for children to play out in Spring Boroughs. 

Activities and facilities they said they specifically wanted for children outdoors 

included a park, music, organised activities, ball games, running about, things for 

0-5 year olds, gardening, cycling and badminton. 28% of local residents 

interviewed said they want more green space and parkland for children to play out 

in Spring Boroughs. However, there is not full agreement about specific activities 

children might engage in; for example, whilst one local resident said children should 

have an opportunity to kick about a football, another said: ‘kicking a football is not 

really great’. 

 

Social Interaction 
Social interaction emerged as a key theme in the present study’s data; these 

related to children, to children and adults and to adults. Whilst adults often have 

difficulty understanding the value of children’s play (Sutton-Smith, 2001; Wood, 

2007), play seems to have significant benefits for children’s social development 

(Broadhead, 2001; De Vries, 2006; Edmiston, 2008). Kapasi and Gleave (2009) 

found that children themselves identify ‘friends to play with’ as an important factor 

in their play (p.4). Yet children need appropriate spaces to engage in socio-cultural 

experiences (Horton et al., 2011); Beunderman et al. (2007) suggest these spaces 

may include the streets near children’s homes and that access to community spaces 

enhances quality of life.  
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The local residents’ questionnaire survey data supports the literature, indicating 

that 61% of local residents agreed that ‘Play Streets is a good way for children to 

make new friends‟, 56% agreed that ‘Play Streets is a good way for children to feel 

they are part of the community’ and 28% agreed that ‘Play Streets is a good way 

for neighbours to get to know each other better’. Local residents were also asked 

what adults or children got out of visiting Northampton Play Streets: 32% cited 

‘children making new friends’  while 20% suggested ‘parents/carers got to know 

one another and neighbours better‟ and 20% thought that Play Streets ‘…develops 

a better sense of community‟. 24% of children responding to the questionnaire 

survey in their own words said that ‘making new friends‟ was as aspect they liked 

about visiting Play Streets (Kapasi and Gleave, 2009). 

 

In the interview data, 9% of interviewed children identified other children as their 

main reason for liking to come to Play Streets. Nevertheless, of the 73% of 

interviewed children who said they played outdoors even when Play Streets was not 

available, all said other children played with them. Of those children, 75% said the 

‘other children’ included siblings. This suggests that most children play outdoors 

with peers even when Play Streets is not available but that without Play Streets, 

their friendship group tends to be limited. 

 

Parents/carers of children who attended Play Streets indicated in their interviews 

that social encounters were a reason for them bringing their children to Play 

Streets: 

 

„Otherwise my child does not mix.‟ 

 

„The children like playing with their friends.‟ 

 

One parent/carer said it was her own social encounter with another adult that led to 

her bringing her children to Play Streets: 

 

‘A friend recommended it.‟ 
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43% of interviewed parents/carers said their main reason for liking Play Streets is 

because it enables their child/ren to socialise: 

 

„They meet other kids in the area‟ 

„Fact that child has opportunities to meet other children‟ 

„Children making friends‟ 

 

However, one parent/carer said „…more children should come‟. 

 

Among interview responses from local residents, the 43% who also happened to be 

parents/carers whose children had attended Play Streets all said they liked Play 

Streets because it helps children to interact socially. Some local residents 

commented:  

 

„(It is) nice for children to mix after school. „ 

„(Play Streets) keeps children playing - they know each other better but sometimes 
they don‟t know each other‟ 

„Children meet friends‟. 

It‟s great – I‟m in area where we only got to know the local kids when it snowed‟ 

„Children don‟t play outside as they do in India – we don‟t even know our 

neighbours‟ 

This suggests that Northampton Play Streets offered children the appropriate space 

they needed in the proximity of their homes to engage in socio-cultural experiences 

(Horton et al., 2011; Beunderman et al. (2007). 

 

71% of interviewed local residents said Play Streets had made a difference to 

Spring Boroughs by making children and/or adults interact more. Comments 

included:  
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„I talk to the lady who does it now. It has made more people come out – be more 
involved because they trust someone‟ 

„Bringing kids together and grown ups‟ 

„…get kids together‟ 

„Give kids a chance to interact and socialise‟ 

„Children meet friends‟ 

 

The only concern regarding social interaction and Play Streets was articulated by 

one local resident in her interview who said that she thought ‘more children‟ should 

come. 

 

Findings concerning social interaction and that Northampton Play Streets –Summer 

2013 indicate that Play Streets offered children appropriate space they in the 

proximity of their homes to engage in socio-cultural experiences through play. This 

was a potentially life-enhancing experience at the time (Horton et al., 2011; 

Beunderman et al. 2007; Kapasi and Gleave, 2009) but may also have lifelong 

benefits for the participating children’s social development (De Vries, 2006; Sutton-

Smith, 2001, inter alia). 

 

Outdoor/Indoor Play 
In the survey, 40% of respondents identified significant barriers to children and 

young people’s outdoor play in Spring Boroughs: anti-social behaviour, older 

teenagers, on-street drinkers, and fear of crime were cited as key issues which 

prevent parents/carers from letting children play outdoors in local communities. 

61% of survey respondents were positive about the Play Street project because it is 

‘a good opportunity for children to play outdoors safely’. 52% of parents/carers who 

had visited the Play Street reported new/unprecedented opportunities for outdoor 

play as a key outcome of the project. 

 
In interviews with local children, interviewees were asked to indicate their favourite 

play activities. 64% of children identified play activities which are typically played 
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outdoors, and no interviewees identified play activities which can only be played 

indoors as their favourite. When asked what (if anything) they liked attending the 

Play Street, 36% of children identified enjoyment of outdoor play as their main 

reason for liking the project. 

 
In interviews, children were asked whether they play outdoors when the Spring 

Boroughs Play Street is not in operation. 73% of interviewed children said they 

played outdoors when the Play Street is not in operation. However, most of these 

children’s outdoor play took place in gardens or at school or nursery. Examples of 

outdoor play which children particularly enjoyed in these contexts included 

skipping, cycling, football, climbing trees, paddling pools, or playing hide and seek, 

tag and similar games. 82% of interviewed children said they would like to play 

outdoors more in their local community. Recurring reasons given for wanting to 

play outdoors more were ‘it‟s more fun‟ and ‘indoors is boring‟. 

 
In interviews with parents/carers who had visited the Play Street, 43% of 

interviewees indicated that without Play Streets, their child/ren would be ‘stuck in 

the house‟. A further 43% indicated that without Play Streets there is „nowhere‟ for 

children to play or socialise outdoors. When asked what (if anything) they liked 

about Play Streets, 71% of parents/carers indicated that they particularly valued 

the opportunity for children to play outdoors in a safe, supervised environment. 

When asked what their child/ren would be doing if Play Streets were not running, 

71% indicated that they would be indoors (e.g. using digital entertainment or 

watching TV). Parents/carers were asked whether their children play outdoors when 

the Spring Boroughs Play Street is not in operation. 86% of interviewees said their 

children play outdoors when the Play Street is not in operation. However, most of 

these children’s outdoor play took place in family members’ gardens, and was 

reportedly restricted by weather. 57% of interviewed parents/carers said that the 

main difference Play Streets had made to their neighbourhood was the provision of 

safe outdoor play opportunities near to home. Similarly, in interviewees with local 

residents, 86% of interviewees indicated that there should be more opportunities 

for children to play outdoors in Spring Boroughs, and 43% felt that the Play Street 

project was valuable because it provided opportunities for safe outdoor play. 
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Safety and Supervision 
Survey respondents identified a range of concerns and anxieties about safety for 

children and young people in Spring Boroughs. 40% of respondents reported 

anxieties about anti-social behaviour, older teenagers and on-street drinkers as 

barriers to local children’s outdoor play. Concerns about busy roads and ‘stranger 

danger’ were also cited as issues which led many local parents/carers to limit 

children’s outdoor play within Spring Boroughs.  

 
19% of survey respondents praised the Play Street project for providing 

opportunities for children to play safely within Spring Boroughs. Survey 

respondents who had visited the Play Street project were particularly positive about 

this aspect of Play Streets. Among survey respondents whose children had visited 

the Play Street, 61% indicated that the Play Street is a good opportunity for 

children to play outdoors safely, and 52% said that new and unprecedented 

opportunities for safe outdoor play were the project’s main outcome. 

 
In interviews with parents/carers who had visited the Play Street, 29% of 

interviewees indicated that the Play Street project makes it safe for children to play 

outdoors in Spring Boroughs. When asked what they liked most about the Play 

Street project, 43% of interviewed parents/carers said that they valued he 

supervision provided by Play Streets workers, and a further 29 indicated that they 

valued Play Street project because it provided a safe environment for children’s 

play. When asked whether the Play Street project had made any difference to the 

local community, 57% of interviewed parents/carers indicated that the project had 

made a difference by providing an opportunity for children to play outdoors safely, 

which had positively benefitted the community as a whole. 

 
 
Weather 
When survey respondents were asked to make recommendations for enhancing the 

Play Street project in Spring Boroughs, a recurring concern was that the project 

could provide wet weather or indoor play options in case of bad weather. Similarly, 

in interviews with local residents, 28% of interviewees indicated that they were 
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concerned that inclement weather would stop play at the Play Street. One 

interviewee commented, ‘once it starts raining, where do they go?’ These 

interviewees also commented on a broader lack of sheltered play spaces in Spring 

Boroughs. For example, one interviewee commented, ‘no shelter [children and 

young people] can go under when it rains’. 

 

Respondents’ Positive and Negative Views of Play Streets 
Respondents’ Positive Views of Play Streets 

By enabling children to engage in energetic physical activity and supported free 

play within their communities, Rose and Ferguson’s ‘Playing Out’ Project (2010) 

provided benefits for the children who played on the streets as well as enhancing 

community cohesion. Moreover, Rose and Ferguson (2010) found that ‘Playing Out’ 

project addressed many of the barriers that are often presented to children’s 

outdoor free play. This section considers the extent to which the Northampton Play 

Streets Project – Summer 2013 was regarded as providing benefits for the children 

who engaged, enhancing community cohesion and addressing barriers that are 

often presented to children’s outdoor free play. In doing so, this section draws 

together participants’ positive and negative views of Play Streets, though some of 

these points are discussed separately within other sections dealing with specific 

issues.  

Local residents participating in the questionnaire survey shared some positive views 

of Play Streets: 

x 61% agreed that „Play Streets is a good opportunity for children to play 
outdoors safely‟; 

x 61% agreed that „Play Streets is a good way for children to make new 
friends‟; 

x 56% agreed that „Play Streets is a good way for children to feel they are 
part of the community‟; 

x 28% agreed that „Play Streets is a good way for neighbours to get to know 
each other better‟. 

In the questionnaire survey, local residents’ key reported outcomes of the project 
were:  
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x New/unprecedented opportunities for children to play outdoors safely (52%)  
x Learning new games and activities (32%) 
x Children making new friends (32%) 
x Increased feelings of safety in the local neighbourhood (32%) 
x Parents/carers getting to know one another and neighbours better (20%) 

 

In their questionnaire survey, children living locally were asked to indicate, by 

selecting from a list of possible opinions, their views of the Spring Boroughs Play 

Street project. Overwhelmingly, local children were very positive about the idea of 

Play Streets when it was briefly explained to them: 96% said ‘Play Streets is a good 

idea‟. Additionally, all children responding to the questionnaire survey who had 

visited Northampton Play Streets indicated that they had had a ‘good’ or ‘very good’ 

experience. 

 

82% of interviewed children said they would come to Play Streets again (18 did not 

respond to the question). Their reasons included: 

 

„It‟s fun‟ 

„Cos I do want to‟ 

„Because I like the ball games‟ 

„Enjoyment‟ 

„many games‟ 

„many things to do‟ 

„I enjoy it‟ 

„I think so!‟ 

„Because it‟s fun!‟ 

„To have a lot more time playing outside‟ 

 

73% of interviewed children said there was nothing they did not like about 

Northampton  
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Play Streets, while 27% of interviewed children said they like everything about  

Northampton Play Streets. 

 

Parent/carer interview responses also indicated that they found much that was 

positive about Northampton Play Streets.  86% of interviewed parents said there 

was nothing they did not like about Play Streets, while (43%) of interviewed 

parents made positive comments about Play Streets: 

 

„I like everything‟ 

„I know they (my children) are safe and having fun‟ 

„Fantastic!‟ 

„I thought it was a good idea‟ 

 

56% of interviewed parents said Play Streets had made a difference to their 

neighbourhood. Their positive comments included 

 
(Children) „…being able to play safely near home‟  

„… all the children love it‟ 

„They (Play Streets sessions) have just been really good‟ 
 
71% of parents/carers added a final comment about Northampton Play Streets: 

28% of parents/carers said children need and like Play Streets and 28% of parents 

said they thought Play Streets is ‘good’. 28% of parents/carers said that 

notwithstanding Play Streets, there are not enough nice places for children to play 

or things for them to do in their community, while 14% of parents/carers said more 

children should come to Play Streets. 

 

Respondents’ Negative Views of Play Streets 

There were fewer negative views of Northampton Play Streets 2013 from 

respondents than positive views. In the questionnaire survey for local residents, 

negative views tended to be framed as recommendations for enhancing the Play 

Streets project or barriers to engagement with Play Streets. Local residents who 
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were aware of the Play Street project made some recommendations for ways in 

which the project could be enhanced: 

 

x More effective publicity/information to local residents; 

x Wet weather/indoor options needed in case of bad weather; 

x More Play Streets projects could be started in different areas of community; 

x Adult supervisors could sometimes direct play more at Play Streets. 

Local residents who had not visited the Play Street project made a range of 

comments about barriers to engagement with Play Streets: 

 

x 40% called for more effective publicity/information to local residents; 

x 40% said that safety concerns were major barriers to outdoor play in local 

communities – anti-social behaviour, older teenagers, and on-street drinkers 

were cited as key issues which prevent parents/carers from letting children 

play outdoors; 

x 10% said that Play Streets sounded ‘boring’;  

x 10% said that the timetabling of Play Streets meant that they could not 

attend because of clashes with other commitments. 

Among children giving their opinions about Northampton Play Streets in their 

questionnaire survey responses, only 3% stated ‘Play Streets is a bad idea’ and 1% 

said ‘I don’t know if I like the idea or not’. 

 

Just one of the interviewed children said she did not like an aspect of Play Streets: 

this was ‘playing football‟. Conversely, one other child added that he would like a 

ball to play with at Play Streets. 28% of interviewed parents/carers said they didn’t 

know if Play Streets had made a difference to their neighbourhood, while 14% of 

interviewed parents/carers said Play Streets had not made any difference to their 

neighbourhood. 14% of interviewed local residents were not sure if children should 

play out in Spring Boroughs.  28% of local residents did not know if Play Streets 

had made a difference to Spring Boroughs as a Community; one commented ‘I 

don’t know – I can’t make it because of things’. 
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In their interviews, whilst 28% of local residents expressed no concerns regarding 

Play Streets generally, some did express concerns. 28% of interviewed local 

residents were concerned about weather affecting Play Streets, 14% said they were 

concerned about children’s safety and 14% wanted Play Streets to run during the 

evenings at 5-6pm and at weekends. In regard to Play Streets specifically in Spring 

Boroughs, in their interviews, 14% of local residents said they had no concerns. 

However, 28% were concerned about weather affecting Play Streets in Spring 

Boroughs, 14% wanted Play Streets to run during the evenings at 5-6pm and at 

weekends and 28% said they were concerned about children’s safety. This indicates 

that local residents had twice the concern for children’s safety during Play Streets in 

Spring Boroughs than they did for children’s safety during Play Streets in other 

areas. 
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Conclusion 
The project achieved its aim, which was to identify impact of the Northampton 

Play Streets Project 2013 on children’s perceptions of play in their community 

and residents’ perceptions of community spirit. To achieve the study aim, 216 

questionnaire surveys and 25 interviews were conducted with local residents of 

Spring Boroughs as well as parents/carers and children who attended Play 

Streets. From the data, this two-phase mixed methodology evaluation elicited 

ten themes: 

1. Demographic Information  
2. Marketing and Awareness of Play Streets  
3. Enjoyment 
4. Mastery and freedom 
5. Facilities and activities 
6. Social interaction  
7. Outdoors / indoors 
8. Safety and supervision 
9. Weather 
10. Participants’ Positive and Negative Views of Play Streets 

 

 

The Impact of the Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 

on Children’s Perceptions of Play in their Community  
Children who attended Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 were overwhelmingly 

positive about their experiences. Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 was a 

source of enjoyment for children in the community; they valued the mastery and 

freedom Northampton Play Streets 2013 afforded them and over a third of children 

who came to Northampton Play Streets 2013 said their main reason for liking it was 

it enabled them to enjoy outdoor play. Children who engaged directly with 

Northampton Play Streets 2013 appreciated the eclectic, active nature, novelty and 

range of activities on offer; most valued the experience and wanted to go again. 

Children valued the opportunities for social interaction that Play Streets provided. 
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The vast majority of children said they would like to play outdoors more in their 

local community. 

 

The Impact of the Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 

on Residents’ Perceptions of Community Spirit 
Although many residents were not aware of the Play Street project in their 

community during summer 2013, once they learned of it, they believed that 

Northampton Play Streets Project 2013 provided enjoyment for children in the 

community. Although parents and children valued the mastery and freedom 

Northampton Play Streets 2013 afforded children in their community, other 

residents did not seem to value these aspects of children’s experiences. 

Nevertheless, most local residents valued Play Streets in their community and 

many said Northampton Play Streets 2013 made a positive difference to living in 

their community. Most said this occurred because Northampton Play Streets 2013 

made children and/or adults interact more. All local residents in the study valued 

the opportunities for social interaction that Play Streets provided and all interviewed 

local residents said they would like to see opportunities continue to be offered for 

children to play out in Spring Boroughs.  

 

Most parents/carers who visited Northampton Play Streets 2013 valued new and 

unprecedented opportunities for their children to play outdoors as a key outcome of 

the project. Just under half of parents/carers who visited Northampton Play Streets 

2013 indicated that their children would have nowhere to play or socialise outdoors 

without Play Streets. A recurring concern among parents/carers was lack of indoor 

play options and sheltered play spaces in Spring Boroughs in case of bad weather.   

 

Most residents agreed that Northampton Play Streets 2013 was a good opportunity 

for children to play outdoors safely. While residents identified safety concerns that 

can act as barriers to the outdoor play of children and young people in Spring 

Boroughs, including anti-social behaviour, most indicated that Northampton Play 

Streets 2013 provided new and unprecedented opportunities for children to play 

safely in their community.  
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Most interviewed parents/carers indicated that Northampton Play Streets 2013 had 

made a positive difference to the wider community by providing opportunities for 

children to play outdoors safely. Whilst there were some reservations and some 

uncertainty prevailed, overall most local residents and parents agreed that 

Northampton Play Streets 2013 had enhanced community cohesion.  

 

Methodological Considerations 
The study was successful in gaining the views of children, parents and residents in 

the target borough. The interviews with children and their parents were particularly 

successful, while the questionnaire encountered some challenges especially in being 

delivered to as wide a population as initially planned. Upon reflection, more 

extensive data can be collected by gaining additional access to children in their 

schools for interviews, by engaging with parents personally through their children’s 

schools, and by targeting residents more on the streets, possibly engaging with 

them during a wider variety of times of the day. Nevertheless, a good range of 

views were captured and the use of a mixed methodology allowed the broad and 

detailed data necessary to evaluate the Play Street project successfully. 
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Recommendations 
A number of recommendations for Northampton Play Streets emerge from the data: 

x Continue Play Streets in the community to provide enjoyment, freedom and 

mastery for local children; 

x Continue Play Streets in the community to provide opportunities for local 

children to play out safely; 

x Continue Play Streets in the community to promote children’s safe physical 

activity; 

x Continue Play Streets in the community to promote wider community 

cohesion;  

x Extend Play Streets to other communities where children have relatively little  

opportunity to play out; 

x Play Streets projects should continue to include a wide variety of activities 

that encourage children to play actively in their own communities; 

x Consider providing indoor play options and sheltered play spaces in case of 

bad weather; 

x Ensure enhanced marketing and publicity for Play Streets projects. 
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